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In this paper the study of a noiseless transducer with finite memory, begun 
by Conner [Ann. Math. Statist. 41, No. 6 (1970)], is set forth. The uniqueness 
and the weak Bernoulli property of the maximal-output dynamical system are 
proved. A convergence theorem about equivocation, which is analogous to 
McMillan’s theorem about entropy, is obtained. An application of this theorem 
yields a lower estimation of the Billingsley dimension of the ambiguity set of 
almost all output messages. 
1. INTR~OIJCTION 
Conner [3] introduced the concept of a transducer with memory m (m 2 1) 
as a special case of a discrete noiseless channel. We recall his definition with a 
slight generalization. Let S be a finite set (input- and output-alphabet) 
equipped with the discrete topology and SN the product space with the product 
topology. For the shift transformation T we consider a subset X C SN, which 
is compact and T-invariant (TX _C X). The system (X, T) is called a symbolic 
dynamical system [7]. We are interested in mappingsf: X-, S”, which are of 
the following type: There exists f*: .!9 --) S (m > I), such that 
f((xl% . ..)) = (f*(.?+ ... .x,,)f*(X& .” .xmtl) .‘.). 
Of course fT = Tf and so f is a homomorphism of (X, T) into (P, T) (cf. 
Hedlund [7]). The system (X, T, f) is called a transducer with memory M. 
We define partitions 3, (n = 1, 2,...) of SN: 
31 = {{x E S” ( x = (x1x2 ...), xl = i) 1 i E S], 
3,& = & v T-13, v ... v T-f+1’3, 
and call the elements of 3n cylinders of rank n. It is easily shown that Z,i E 3, 
means that 
Z, = Z(a,a, ... a,) y {(qx2 ...) 1 s, F a& , I < i < nj 
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with certain a, , a, ,..., a, E S. Denote by ‘23 the Bore1 field of S”, b(X) = 
23 n X. We define 9II as the set of all T-invariant and ergodic probability 
measures on 23 and ZJI(X) the set of those which are concentrated on X (input 
measures). 
As a special case consider X = S(X)“, where S(X) C S, and the measure p 
~(2,) = l/(card S(X))‘” 
for 2, E 3n with 2, n X # O. Of course p E %R(X). We refer to p as the 
“Lebesgue measure” on X. 
As for the following definitions we refer to Parry [8]. 
Let v E 911 be fixed. For a sub-u-algebra CC of 23 and a measurable, at most 
countable, partition ‘$3 of p let 
I(q3 I (5; v) (x) = 0 if J%w I 6) (4 = 0, 
= -1% E(c,hT, I 6) (4 otherwise 
be the conditional information of the partition 23 given the o-algebra Q. Here 
P(x) is that element of ‘!$I which contains x, “p(z) the characteristic function of 
P(x), and for any v-integrable function g on SN that C-measurable function!, for 
which 
for each d E 6, is denoted by E(g 1 K), the conditional expectation of g given 
C. If 6 = {I$, SN) we write 
I(cp 1 (5; v) = I@; v) = -log lJ(P(x)). 
Now we define the conditional entropy of ‘$ given 6: 
H(tj/IIB;v)=j-l(‘Q\Cv)du 
and 
H($l; v) = j-I@; v) dv. 
Obviously we have 
H(q3; v) = - c v(P) log V(P). 
PEB 
The quantitv 
h(v) = -l&(1/n) H(3& v) 
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is called the entropy of T with respect to v. In the following we shall identify a 
partition with the u-algebra generated by it. So the notation I(@r [ !&; v) for vr 
and ‘& being partitions is meaningful, for example. 
Conner [3] has shown that for p E !lJI(X) the measure X == h&) = CLf-l 
belongs to ‘m and that 
is the average rate of transmission per letter. The real number 
is called the capacity of the transducer (cf. Billingsley [l]). Using Conner’s 
notation 
N(n) = card{& E 3% ! Z, n f(X) # ET] 
we recall his result 
c = l$l( l/n) log N(n). 
2. FORMULATION OF THE RESULTS 
It is known (e.g., Breiman [2]) that there exists a measure pe E ilJI(X) such that 
An easy example shows that in general ,ue is not unique, but for special input 
sets X we obtain uniqueness for AC = pcf -l. We call X transitive, if for every 
.~r ,..., xL , for which Z(X, , xa ,..., xk) n X # ET and ,a! = (3;~; *.*) E X, there 
exist 4 ,..., ?r E S such that (x1x2 *.* x&i **. ~+v;x; ...) E X, and strongly 
transitive, if r can be chosen uniformly. 
Further X is called intrinsically Markovian of order s (Parry [9]), if, whether or 
not Z(x,x, *.- x,) n X # o while Z(xlxz ... x,-r) n X # IZ(, depends only on 
hks.%-,+1 *. . %I-1). 
THEOREM 1. If X is transitive and intrinsically Markovian then there exists 
one and only one measure A, E !VI s&h that 
h(A,) = C. 
If, in addition, X is strongly transitive, then the dynamical system (SN, A=, T) 
is weak Bernoulli (see Smorodinsky [12]). 
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In Section 3 we shall give a method for constructing A, . For fixed p E ‘B(X) 
the quantity 
is called the equivocation of the channel with respect to ~1 (cf. Billingsley [l]). 
It measures the average amount of the uncertainty about the input message 
where the output is known (or the degree of “noninjectivity” off). In Section 4 
we shall prove 
THEOREM 2. Let p E 9131(X). Then for n ---f co 
holds p-a.e. and in L, . 
Remark. If f is a constant mapping, this is a special case of MacMillan’s 
theorem [I]. 
Conner [3] gives another method of measuring the noninjectivity of f : the 
ambiguity of the transducer, which is defined as follows. For y E S” we put 
i$fn(y) = card{Zn E 3n I Z, nf-l(y) f G}. 
Then, if p E ‘m(X), X = &I, the limit 
exists and has the same value for X-almost ally E P (Conner [3]). This common 
value D(p), which depends onyl on A, so D(p) = D’(X), is called the ambiguity 
of the transducer with respect to ~1. In general E(p) and D(p) need not be equal 
but it is not difficult tosee that E(p) = D(p) (p is the “Lebesgue measure” on X). 
We shall prove this statement in Section 4. 
The last section deals with the dimension of the “ambiguity sets” f-‘(y), 
y ef(X) (Conner [3]). For the definition of the Billingsley dimension of a 
subset A of X with respect to a measure v on X, briefly v-dim A, we refer to 
Billingsley [ 11. 
THEOREM 3. Let p E !Ul(X), X = pf-l. If q is any T-invariant probability 
meatire on X, then there exists a real number a, 0 < 01 < 1, sllch that 
7)-dimf-l(y) - iy 
for X-almost all y E f (S). 
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From now on we assume that in the case X = S(X)N the logarithms in the 
definition of conditional information, entropy, equivocation, and ambiguity are 
taken to the base b = card S(X). 
Conner [3] considers the case of p-dimf-l(y), where p is the “Lebesgue 
measure” on X = S(X)N. 
THEOREM 4. Ifp~ %X(X), h = pf-l, then 
p-dimf-l(y) 2 E(P) 
is true for A-almost ally E f (X). 
COROLLARY 1. using Gonlrer’s result 
p-dimf -l(y) < D(P) 
and observing D(p) = E(p) we have 
dimf -Y y) < E(P) 
for pf -l-almost ally E f (X). 
COROLLARY 2. If the mapping f has the property that f -l(y) is at most count- 
able, then E(p) = 0 for all p E W(X), which means the transducer is lossless. 
Remark. An easy example shows that, in general, equality does not hold in 
the statement of Theorem 4. 
It seems appropriate to consider, for an input-measure p E m(X), the p-dimen- 
sion off -l(y). 
THEOREM 5. For every p E ‘!UI(X), for which h(p) > 0, the inequality 
p-dimf -l(y) > &4/W 
holds for h-almost all y E f (X) (A = pf -‘). By Corollary 1 we have equality for 
p = p, but we conjecture that equality holds in any case. 
3. THE MAXIMAL-OUTPUT DYNAMICAL SYSTEM 
Here we give a brief outline of the proof of Theorem 1 avoiding details. Let X 
be intrinsically Markovian of order s, put t = max(s, m - 1) (m = memory of 
the transducer). We consider a directed graph G with vertex set St and an arc 
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drawn from (x1x2 ... xt) to (xsxs ... xp,,,) iff 2(x,x, ... XP~+~) n X # d. This 
arc is labeled by (f*(~~ ... x,)f*(z, ... xm+i) ... f *(~~-~+s ... zctfl)) E St-m+z. 
Then there is a natural correspondence between the elements (y1y2 .a.) Ed 
and the paths in G. In general the graph G is not a model of a channel in the 
sense of Shannon [ 1 I], but Csizar and Komlos [4] have given a method for 
constructing a graph G* with arcs labeled by elements from St-m+1 too, which 
has the same possible paths (= output sequences) as G and which has the pro- 
perties of Shannon’s graph. 
LEMMA. If X is transitive, then G* can be chosen in a way such that there 
exists for each pair (q , q) of vertices of G* a path starting from oli and ending 
in aj . If X is strongly transitive, the-n these paths can be chosen to have all the 
same length v. 
We omit the proof of this lemma. From G* we can construct a new transducer 
(X*, T, g), X* C S *N, for which g(X*) = f (X) and X* is intrinsically Marko- 
vian and transitive, respectively strongly transitive, if X has these properties. 
Furthermore g--l(y) consists of at most K elements, where K is fixed. This 
implies that for p E 93(X*) we have h(p*) = h(p*g-l) and so 
c = /g$*, h(P*). 
Parry [9] has shown that this supremum is attained by a Markov measure 
p* E !IN(X*) which has the property such that there exists a constant c, > 0, 
for which 
c,-l/3-” < p*(q) < c#-“, 
where log /3 = C and Zf is any cylinder of S*” (p is the greatest real eigenvalue 
of the structure matrix of X* or, equivalently, the connection matrix of G*). Let 
A, = p*f -l; then we have 
for 2, E sn , 2, n f (X) # 0. Further there exists a constant cs > 0 such that 
From (1) and (2) and Theorem 5 in [5] we get the result that A, is the only 
invariant measure on f(X), for which h(h,) = C. 
If X* is strongly transitive, then the Markov process (X*, p*, T) is mixing 
and hence weak Bernoulli (see Friedman and Ornstein [6’J). From this it follows 
by simple computation that (f(X), A,, T) is weak Bernoulli and Theorem 1 is 
proved. 
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We have not only proved the existence of A, but also given a method for 
constructing it. Clearly there must exist at least one measure pc E m(X) such 
that A, = &-I. It seems to be of some interest o consider infrrfl+ E(p). 
We conjecture that this infimum is zero and that it is achieved for at least 
one p E 91(X). 
4. CONVERGENCE OF LOCAL EQUIVOCATION 
In this section we shall prove Theorem 2. First we show that we can confine 
use to the case m = 1. For if m > 1 we take s’ = S” U S and define the map- 
ping +: sN--+ SM 
54c%% . ..)) = ((x1x2 ... x,) (x2x3 ... xm+J -.). 
Putting x’ = +(X) and f’: X’ -+ SIN, 
f ‘((x11 ... Xltn) (x*1 **. Xzm) a-) = (f*(xu *.. Xlrn) f*(xzl ... Xzm) ..*) 
we have the relations 
f=f'A T$ = +T. 
The triple (X’, T,f’) is a transducer with memory 1 and for p Ed the 
measure ,.J’ = pq5-l is in ‘B&X’). Moreover it is clear that 
VP’ I 6’; P’> (x’) = wl’p I PC; P) (F(x’>), 
‘p’ being a partition of SN and 6’ being a sub-u-algebra of ?3’, the Bore1 field 
of S’N. 
Since 4-‘(3h) = 3n+m-1 we have E(p’) = ,901) (3; is the collection of 
cylinders of rank n of SIN). Observing that 4-‘f’-‘(23’) = f -l(d) we see that it 
suffices to prove Theorem 2 for the transducer (X’, T, f ‘), or, equivalently, 
for a transducer with memory 1. 
In the following we shall repeatedly use theorems about conditional informa- 
tion and entropy appearing in Parry [8, pp. l-201. Let our transducer (X, T, f) 
have memory 1, TV E W(X) fixed and X = pf -I. We write I(‘$3 I(E) for I(‘$] Q; p). 
Using Theorem 1.9 in [8, p. 71 we have for K 3 n 
43n If-‘3li v T-nf-13tJ 
= W-‘3k v 3, I T-Y--l3& - I(f -'3I, I T-"f-l34 
= I(3, I 7’-Y3,) + 4f-‘3,c I T-nf -'3k v 3,J - I(f-'3k 1 T-“f -I&) 
= I(3n I T-‘rf--l3d - W-‘3lc I Tnf -l3&; (3) 
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the last assertion follows from 
T-“f-13* v 3n 3-p’31. 
and Proposition 1.20 in [8, p. lo]. 
Further we have 
W’3k I T-F33 
= I(f-13n v T-y-‘3~-n / YP”f43J 
= I(f-13n 1 Pf’3k) + I(T-“f-‘3k-n 1 f-13n v lr-y43yJ 
(4) 
= w-13n I ?f-l3d. 
Combining (3) and (4) we get 
I(3n I f”3k ” ?--l3k) = 1(3, I T-“F3,) - W’3, I yP13k). 
Now we apply Theorem 2.2 from [8, p. 161, observing the facts that 3, and 
f-13n are finite partitions and lim,,, 3k = 8; so we obtain 
43n I f-‘23) = I(Sn I T-“f-%) - I(f-13n 1 T-nf-123) a.e. 
Our theorem is proved if we can verify the following statements: 
iii iI(3. ) T-y-%) = h(p), 
Fi ;q.f-‘3, ( T-y-%) = h(A). 
The proof is similar to that of MacMillan’s theorem in [S, p. 211: 
1(3n 1 T-f-123) = I(311 T-13n4 v T-y-lb) + I(T-‘31 1 T-npl3) 
n-1 
= 1 I(T-i3,1 T-~-13,&1 v T-y-18) 
i=O 
n-1 
= 2 I(S1 ( T-13,4-, v T-‘-“f-lb) (Ti), 
where 3. = (sN>. Now the relation 
(5) 
T-13,4-l v T-"+ilf-l%3 = T-l(3,-i, v T-(n-i-l,f-lb) 
= T-1(3,-i-1 v f-123) 
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implies 
n-1 
1(3n 1 T-“f-123) = c I(S1 ( T-l(3?b1 v f-93) (T”). 
i=O 
From here on exactly the same argument as in [8, pp. 21-231 leads us to 
iz $(3, 1 T-“f-18) = ;+z ; nf1’(31 1 T-1(8 v f-lb)) (Ti) 
2=0 
= & ; yI(& 1 T-33) (Ti) = h(p) 
2=0 
p-a.e. and inL, . So statement (5) is proved. As for the proof of (6) we note 
W’3n I T-“f-lb; p) (4 = 43n I T-B; 4 (f(x)). 
So (6) is equivalent to 
$i ;43n 1 T-%B; A) = h(A), (7) 
h-a.e. and in L, . But (7) is a consequence of (5) if we consider the transducer 
(f(X), T, id), where id:f(X) --f S” is the identity mapping and X is the input 
measure on f(X). 
So the proof of Theorem 2 is complete. As promised we have yet to prove that 
E(p) = D(p) (X = S(X)N, p “Lebesgue measure” on X). 
Let the transducer have memory m. By MacMillan’s theorem [8] and Theo- 
rem 4.7 in [3] we have for pf-l-almost all y E S”: 
h(pf-l) = -;+li ; log pf-1(2,(y)) = ki ; 1% E 
n 
= log b - bAt + log Al,(y) = log b - D(p), 
where b = card S(X). Since h(p) = log b the statement follows. 
5. THE DIMENSION OF THE AMBIGUITY SET 
For the proof of Theorem 3 we shall need the following: 
LEMMA. Let 7 be any T-invariant probability measure on 23. If A is a subset of 
P, then the inequality 
T-dim(A) > v-dim( T-lA) 
is valid. 
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Proof. We shall follow the notation used in Billingsley [l, pp. 136-1451. 
Put 0~s = q-dim A. If 01 > as, then q,(A) = 0. This implies that for each 6, 
S > 0 there exists an +covering (.V)) of A, consisting only of cylinders, such 
that 
c &z(i))” < E. 
The sets T-l.V form a covering of T-lL4 and if Z(i) is a cylinder of rank n, 
then T-lZu) is a union of card S = d cylinders of rank it + 1, which means 
T-1ZW = u;=, Z(“A 
Since T preserves the measure 7, we have 
and so the family (ZQsj)) forms an +covering of T-IA. Using the elementary 
inequality 
; (Y&W~‘))~ < dl-Ol T (&W))” < dl-“e. 
Since Q, 6 were arbitrary, we conclude 
7J T-lA) = 0 
and therefore 
v-dim(T-lA) < 01s = q-dim A. 
Now we are in the position to prove Theorem 3. Clearly f -l(Ty) I Tf -l(y) 
for every y E S” and therefore 
q-dim f -I( Ty) > q-dim Tf -l(y) > q-dim T-lTf-l(y) > q-dimf-l(y), 
where 77 is any T-invariant probability measure on 23. So the function h: SN -+ R, 
h(y) = T-dim f-l(y), has the property 
Now, if X is any ergodic invariant probability measure on 23, we have h(y) = 
const. A-a.e. and Theorem 3 is proved. 
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For proving Theorems 5 and 5 we shall use the theory of measurable partitions 
of a Lebesgue measure space, developed by Rohlin [lo], appearing in Parry [9, 
pp. 34-391. Our aim is to construct probability measures vy defined on S nf-l(y) 
for X-almost all y E SN, such that 
holds for VU-almost all x of-r(y). 
The setsf-l(y), y Ed, f orm a measurable partition of X, and, since X is a 
Lebesgue space, there exists (Parry [8, p. 371) a “canonical system of measures” 
yy , defined for &almost all y ef(X) on 23 n f-l(y) such that 
p(A) = i(X) %(A nf-l(Y)> 4Y) 
holds for A E 8. Without great difficulty one can show that vy is given by 
v&4 n f-l(r)> = E(cA I f-19 (4 (9) 
for h-almost all y ef(X) and p-almost all x E X, for which f(x) = y (A E 23). 
For fixed x, y, for which (9) holds, we have 
v,(Z&) n f-W> = E(c,(d I f-W (4 
and therefore 
--log vdz,W n f-l(Y)) = Us I f-9 (4 
An application of Theorem 2 now yields 
- $ + log 4G(4 n f-l(~)> = %4 (10) 
for A-almost all y Ed and p-almost all x if-r(y). By MacMillan’s theorem 
we have 
(11) 
Let M be the set of those x E X such that both relations (10) and (11) hold, with 
y =f(x). Of course p(X\M) = 0 and (8) implies 
v,((X\W nf-W = 0 
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for h-almost ally Ef(X). C onsidering only these y we obtain from (10) and (11) 
the fact that, if h(p) > 0, 
is valid for all N E M nf-l(y). 
Now we apply Theorem 14.1 in [I, p. 1411, and get 
Ir-dimf-l(r) 3 p-dim(M nf-W) = &4/h(~) 
since Y&M n f-l(y)) = 1. This proves Theorem 5. Theorem 4 follows from 
(10) and the fact that 
holds for all x E X = S(PJN, because the logarithm is taken to the base b = 
card S(X). 
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